No incarnation without a return-ticket
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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
My sons and daughters, I hear some of you asking, "Why do the revelations always
contain explanations and background information? Is it not enough to simply hear about
love?"
Whoever makes an effort to implement My love-commandment in his everyday life, and
whoever succeeds in this better and better with My help, becomes so strong in his inner
being that he sees through the approach of the negative forces more and more because of
his increased sensitivity. Because lived love not only promotes your healing and lets not
only your soul-light grow, it also trains your consciousness. In this way you are able to
recognize the cleverly set traps of the opposite side in most cases.
Whereby, when I speak of negative forces, both the personified Fall-beings and the
"impersonal" energy-fields consciously created by them are meant, which permeate the
whole material cosmos. Nevertheless, many people have little or no understanding of the
terms darkness, obscurity or counter-forces. They dismiss the work of the fallen spiritbeings as fairy tales or consider everything connected with the term "devil" to be
exaggerated or abstract.
Who still lives more or less his humanity and does not deal with spiritual questions can be
seduced and manipulated in many ways, even if he is of good will. Then it often becomes
very difficult to distinguish a real truth from an illusory truth. But so that you learn this, I
give you help, which serves to be able to go your way to and with Me more easily and not
so often have to face questions which you yourselves - still - cannot answer. You are then
not dependent on having to believe what is presented to you unchecked, but you are able
to think on your own responsibility and independently.
This has always been an important prerequisite for not being led astray. Just think of the
no longer original faithful reproduction of My teaching, which I brought as Jesus of
Nazareth. The people - except for the few who were thinking - were "easy prey" for the
other side, especially when working with fear. Today, when the means of manipulation and
seduction by the opposing forces have been developed to perfection, being able to look
deeper and listen better, is more important than ever.

That you live, superficially seen, in a relatively peaceful time, that most of you are not so
badly off financially, that you are hungry, that you can fulfil many wishes and so much more
- this has lulled you into a false sense of security. The darkness has never given up its
fight against Me and all who follow Me. On the contrary it has increased its efforts
and what you now experience, is heading for a temporary climax. Can it really be the
easier solution, not to know about it and not to want to protect yourself from it?
*
Nothing has changed in the goal of darkness to prevent the return of all fallen spirits. The
ignorance of the people makes it easy for them to keep the many - in the sense of love little developed souls in their sphere of power. Because the knowledge about it that life on
earth serves to let the soul mature through the observance of the love-commandment because this is decisive for its further life in the hereafter - was successfully suppressed.
Therefore the fact is widely unknown that a spiritual being enters a human body at birth
due to its own decision. Likewise, hardly anyone knows that every soul always has a
"return ticket in its luggage" which inevitably brings it back to the ethereal worlds,
where its life then continues. So there is no death as you see or know it. An incarnation
on earth is as much a part of your eternal life as is the usually longer stay between two
incarnations in the hereafter.
Your true life takes place - I repeat Myself for the sake of importance - beyond matter.
What you perceive here as life is only a part of your eternal existence, no more than a
snapshot, a copy of your real life. The purpose is to prepare you for your existence in the
ethereal worlds, and that depends on how you live here.
All this has little to do with faith in Me, especially not when it is a dead faith where the
implementation of My love-commandment is not in the first place. In order to prevent this
truth, every effort had to be made that you here behave in such a way that when you enter
the hereafter - in the process which you call death - you are still bound to your wishes and
ideas and are therefore not able to reach the light-worlds.
Whether further incarnations occur, which is often the case, therefore depends on how far
the soul is developed in a person. When it detaches itself from the body again at death, it
is attracted by the worlds that correspond to its nature, its spiritual potency, which it
created itself during its lifetime and is thus responsible for itself. If it has already attained a
higher radiance, an expanded consciousness, then it goes into spheres with such a high
vibration that it can no longer be reached by the darkness. With that, it is finally lost for the
other side.

In this way the dark dominion becomes weaker and weaker: Namely through men who
strive to live love and whose soul-power has increased through this; who have become
light and strong and can now be guided in the worlds beyond by their guardian angels and
many spiritual helpers. So all My children, also the fallen ones, return to their heavenly
homeland step by step, and the extra-heavenly areas formed by the Fall dissolve little by
little - a process that cannot be measured in time with your words. It represents the return
to the heavens and thus the end of all evil.
I have reminded you of this to make clear to you the connection that exists between the
action of satanic forces and the disaster and discord in your world. What has been
happening on earth for many thousands of years cannot be classified by those who want
to look a little deeper without this knowledge. That is why it is so important for you to know
spiritual laws, to accept them and make them the basis of your thinking and your
decisions. Whoever is willing to do so, the truth will easily reveal itself to him. Who, for
whatever reason, closes his eyes to it, he remains ignorant, gets into danger to reject Me
and harms himself.
With My incarnation in Jesus of Nazareth I pursued the intention to give all people and
souls additional energy - the so-called Christ-spark - as a power that facilitates your return
to the Father's house. I put this intention into action; since then My walk of sacrifice
represents the redemption of all because it was and is now possible for everyone to return
home. From the very beginning, it was the endeavour of the opposing forces to prevent
this act for the reasons described above. They recognized the danger which threatened
them and their power through Me, Love. What options did they have?
*
At this point, something comes into play that hardly anyone considers when talking about
influencing people. Everything that is not solid has its home in the ethereal, in what is
invisible to you. If something is to be effected in the material world, the "detour" must be
taken via spiritual-energetic impulses, which are transmitted to the person in order to
evoke the desired reaction in him. So your guardian angel can - as you put it - "sing a
song about it", how many of his impulses and nudges are not perceived or noticed,
because for example your mental antennas are aligned differently.
It is therefore always necessary, for good or evil, to find people for the planned intention
who are receptive to what is given to them. This means that it is always the ethereal
forces that influence unnoticed and, if it is something reprehensible, evil, immoral, or
against the commandment of love, they also manipulate it. In the incitement to demand
My death on Golgotha on the cross, this approach worked just as well as in the attempt to
nip the young movement in the bud by persecuting the first Christians.
It was indeed people who acted in a correspondingly lying or violent manner; but it was
always also the forces of darkness who could help themselves to these people because of
their weaknesses of character. This approach, which has proved to be very effective, has
not changed until today.

If you had the same devilish intentions, would you proceed differently? It does not promise
any success, for example with small, nameless brothers or sisters in pastoral care, who
are there for their fellow men with a neighbour-loving heart, to make an attempt to deceive
humanity. The same applies to the political, economic and social sectors. Everyone who
"understands his business" will target the leaders, i.e. those who can move and bring
about something in his sense, those who have influence and power to implement
corresponding ideas and guidelines of the opposite side.
In short, darkness needs people to do the work for it on earth. This may be sobering for
many. But would it help and protect you to turn a blind eye to reality and to what has long
been prepared in well-coordinated phases? If you are courageous, you will find in My
words the answer to many questions that have remained unanswered. Many will not like it
and will therefore not accepted it.
A further attempt was made with the falsification of My teaching, for which again men were
needed who - often ignorantly, unintentionally and without malice - were at the service of
the opposite side. Falsification itself already had serious consequences; however, it was
only a further step towards a much larger goal: the destruction of your living space - which
then offers the souls willing to learn, only a limited possibility to incarnate on the "Training
Center Earth".
In the implementation of this intention, people's morally superior behavior could only be a
hindrance. A watered-down doctrine resulting in the absence of much of the truth was
supposed to lead them - and has led them - to follow a path where more and more
negative causes have been set. More and more evil seeds were sown, and hardly anyone
was able to recognize an injustice or do anything about it.
A too wrongful idea of Me and My love had settled in the subconscious of the people; and
so a childlike humble, self questioning behavior, which corresponds to My lovecommandment, had fallen into oblivion. Since at the same time the knowledge about the
so important law of sowing and reaping was suppressed, the darkness had an easy time
after these preparations:
Now they could do as they pleased, even giving their actions a Christian touch in the worst
excesses, but in any case blurring the sense of good and evil. Once a person had been
seduced into even halfway godless behaviour, it was easier to influence him in the next
incarnation; for it was possible to build on the character-weaknesses which had arisen in
the previous life and which were brought to a new incarnation, provided that there had not
been a serious insight and conversion in the hereafter.

Also the question about the harvest of a seed that is unlawful in the sense of love, which
has been sown over thousands of years, was no longer asked by people. As an answer to
the question of "Why?" chance was introduced, because the knowledge that everything
has its spiritual cause, was no longer present. And the willingness to think about every
event, also and especially in the personal sphere, no longer had any place in a world
where size, prestige, power and money were and are all that mattered. Moreover, the
superficialities and distractions of all kinds have now taken a place that has banished the
necessity of any questioning or follow-up to the furthest corner of reflection, especially
since there is a danger of being laughed at with corresponding considerations.
That is the bottom-line. But whatever is attempted from an ignorant side to prevent the
looming harvest: no power in the world can override My laws, which also include the
principle of cause and effect!
*
Many of you will not believe My words. You have free will. But even then when you do not
believe Me, I will not get you to believe through proofs because I will not stop the ability of
independent thinking in you by Me preempting you. On the contrary: My intention is to
educate you to be attentive sons and daughters of My love, who see through the moves of
darkness, behave accordingly and at the same time learn to love also their so-called
enemies. Only then will you be able to make your own decisions and be a real help to
your neighbor.
An enlightenment as I am giving it to you now was not necessary in My time, that is to say
two thousand years ago, because the ideological traps as they are set up today, did not
exist then. When I spoke of the fact that it is considered the highest form of love to also
love one's enemies, then primarily those people were meant who harm others in body and
life and rob their belongings. The threat through your invisible enemies, which is hardly
believed in because it is not perceived, has meanwhile taken on another, much more
dangerous form than a mere external danger; furthermore My and your opponent is today
able to reach an innumerable number of unenlightened people worldwide because of
technical means.
An enemy who manipulates you and thus harms your spiritual development without you
noticing it is a far more dangerous opponent than someone who, for example, only harms
you materially. He starts in advance because he knows that this will create the conditions
for much greater damage in the future. In doing so, as at all times, he uses the means of
fear and uncertainty. And so he often manages to be seen as and called the saviour,
when in reality he is the one who brought the frightened people into this situation in the
first place.

On your way to Me, you will anyway learn in the otherworldly areas to be able to
distinguish the chaff from the wheat. So why do you not want to start with it already here
on earth? It would save you many problems and difficulties and would also increase your
understanding of how I work in your world and in everyone and is a protection and shield
to him who entrusts himself to Me. In My previous revelation I spoke about this at length.
*)
Not for nothing do I teach you the logic of the heart, which includes the art of questioning.
It can save you from thinking that an apparently good intention is a really good intention. If
you use them again and again, you will be reasonably armed against the many obscure
tricks the dark works with by influencing its human minions.
I take you with Me on a small train of thought, which reflections can also be a help in many
everyday-situations:
Suppose you have a goal in mind that you want to achieve. A direct and immediate
achievement of your goal is in the least cases possible. It may require some or many
preparations to realize what you have set out to do. A good planner will ask himself the
question which conditions must first be created in order for the plan to be successful. He
will determine the main conditions and give priority to one of them. The next step will be to
find out by "reverse thinking" what has to be initiated or what has to be present before,
what he can build on to create the desired preconditions. And so on …
Just take a planned construction-project as an example, then you know what I mean. Do
you believe - and here I ask you to use your intellect - that the other side proceeds
differently? That with the superior intelligence that is its own, it simply starts to disturb,
destroy, seduce or manipulate here and there? Just like that, without a plan?
If you don't think it's possible that they're proceeding haphazardly, then you're well on your
way to understanding the game. And not only that, then you also recognize in all My
revelations the incomparable help, which I give to mankind. Because with all its
sophistication, darkness can still never prevent the protection which I give to those who
ask Me for it - and that not only with words, but through the implementation of My loveteaching in their everyday life.
*
Now that you know that there is no incarnation without a return-ticket, you could take a
closer look at your life and your behavior. On the one hand, this knowledge brings a great
relief, because it removes all doubts and uncertainties about life after death: There is no
death, your life lasts forever! On the other hand the question arises to which place your
return-ticket will take you? Will it be the place you have been dreaming of? The one
you've been looking forward to? Or will there be areas that do not quite correspond to
your ideas, perhaps making you dissatisfied or even unhappy because everything is so
completely different from what you have been taught so far; including the misconception
that with death everything is over and done with?

One thing is, as you put it, as certain "as the Amen in the church": The return-ticket is
mandatory. ‘When’, is with good reason beyond your knowledge. This ignorance is used
by the darkness to suppress this process of passing over. But that will not be of any use to
anyone. On the contrary, it will harm him, because he will stand in complete surprise
before a situation of which nobody has made him aware of. In the very worst case the
great trembling will come; if it is less bad, a thousand question marks will arise and a lack
of understanding of why and in what form life now goes on.
But in any case your guardian angel and others of your spiritual friends will be available to
guide you as far as they are able to. They will try to enlighten you, but they will only
succeed to the extent that you allow it. You must remember that your consciousness does
not automatically change or perhaps even brighten up just because you have left matter
behind. You think "over there" the same as you do here. In your new phase of life, you
believe nothing else but what you have learned and cultivated here. You take that with
you.
Recognize from this truth how important it is to begin to look at things a little more closely
during one's lifetime - even if this involves work - in order not to run into the traps set by so
many people on the other side. When you ask: "And where are you, God?" I tell you: "I
was and am always there. But when you have not included Me in your life during your
lifetime, then it will be difficult for you to recognize Me and My truth even when you have
discarded your material body. I will nevertheless be at your side at the same moment
when you call Me with an honest heart. Will you recognize Me?"
From the viewpoint of what has been said, the word "Do not gather treasures on earth ..."
takes on an easily understandable meaning. It points to the need to collect treasures for
the hereafter. Check yourself. And then look into the world to what extent this instruction
has been disregarded. Will it all work itself out? Will everything be right, as if nothing had
happened? Whoever assumes this, does not know My laws or did not understand them.
One of the primary aims of the opposing forces was and is to present a spiritual activity as
fantasy or lie. But My laws cannot be annulled. They apply absolutely and for eternal
times; still they contain for all who think about it, My help, which is founded in My love and
mercy.
But I will not override them because they only serve to get My human and soul-children to
repent. The time is near when this will happen. Therefore I tell you:
The time will come, and it is not far away, when people will cry out for help. Those who
seek externally will not find this help. Many will eventually remember that there is a God.
The means they think of to get in touch with Me is prayer. But as they do not live with Me,
they call for Me in their trouble and fear only with words and not really with the heart.

How can guidance take place where there is no readiness to believe in Me, to love Me and
to express this through daily life? They all will be disappointed because they do not
understand My handouts and do not recognize My help. It will not come to them in the
form they hope or expect: namely that I simply take away the man-made, self-made
plagues.
The churches will become fuller again and the lamenting and crying will increase, but the
only solution to all problems will not be offered because it is not practiced there: The
unconditional surrender to Me and My love, the turning to the almighty Spirit who dwells in
man and is not to be found in any church or temple.
But no matter what happens: Whoever comes to Me, not out of fear or to be spared from
the events, I will not fail to give him My protecting hand, even if My help and support will
sometimes look different than a child would imagine.
Amen.
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